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Abstra t
This theoreti al/numeri al study aims at assessing the hemodynami

hanges indu ed by

endovas ular stenting. By using the lassi al one-dimensional linear pressure waves theory in
elasti vessels, we rst show that the modulus of the re e tion oeÆ ient indu ed by an endovas ular prosthesis is most likely small sin e proportional to the stent-to-wavelength ratio. As
a dire t onsequen e, the wall motion of the elasti (stented) artery an be pres ribed a priori
and the oupled uid-stru ture problem does not have to be solved for assessing the hemodynami

hanges due to stenting. Several 2D axisymetri

al ulations are performed to solve

the unsteady in ompressible Navier-Stokes equations on moving meshes for di erent types of
(stented) arteries. The numeri al results suggest that endovas ular stenting in reases the systodiastoli variations of the wall shear stress (by 35 % at the middle of the stent, by almost 50 % in
the proximal transition region). Additional al ulations show that over-dilated stents produ e
less hemodynami perturbations. Indeed, the in rease of the amplitude of the wall shear stress
variations over the ardia

y le is only 10 % when the stent radius is equal to the radius of

the elasti artery at systole (instead of being equal to the mean artery radius).
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1. Motivation & Obje tives

Angioplasty with or without endovas ular stenting is an established minimally invasive te hnique that is used as treatment of o lusive disease in medium to large arteries. It has been
applied extensively in the oronary, renal, and peripheral vas ular systems. The use of intravasular stents tends to lower the ompli ation rate although restenosis rates as high as 15-30 %
after 6 months have been observed in human oronary arteries (Rau et

al.

1998; Serruys et

al.

2002). Coated stents eluting antimitoti agents su h as sirolimus and pa litaxel inhibit intimal
proliferation. Preliminary reports have showed extremely low rates of restenosis over the short
and mid-term (Mori e et

al.

2002; Grube

et al.

2003). However, onsidering the long-standing

hanges in wall me hani s indu ed by stent pla ement, long term results of oated stents are
still required. Besides, a better understanding of the me hani al e e ts indu ed by stenting
ould lead to improved prosthesis with lower failure rates and smaller oating requirements (if
any). This study is a ontribution to this quest for better stent design.
One possible explanation for the trend to restenosis relies on the hemodynami modi ations
indu ed by the prosthesis. Changes in wall shear stress indu e endothelial dysfun tion (Caro
et al.

1969), ultimately leading to intimal hyperplasia and restenosis. Davies et al. (2001) suggest

that the magnitude of the shear stress is of se ondary importan e to the spatial and temporal
u tuations of this quantity. In vivo testing performed by Rolland et

al.

(1999); Vernhet et

al.

(2000, 2001) show that endovas ular stenting indu es a large modi ation of arterial omplian e
and thus may modify the propagation of arterial waves by introdu ing additional re e tions.
The rst obje tive of this study is then to assess the amount of pressure wave re e tion due to
stenting (se tion 2). Another expe ted e e t of the omplian e mismat h indu ed by stenting is
to modify the details of blood motion in the stented area. Spe i ally, the time-averaged (over
the ardia

y le) wall shear stress might be hanged, as well as the level of its systolo-diastoli

variations. The se ond goal of this paper is to larify the amount of hanges in blood motion that
an be expe ted in relation to endovas ular stenting (se tion 3). Previous studies have addressed
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the e e ts of stenting at a mi ro-s ale level, in luding the geometri al des ription of the struts
shape and spa ing (Berry

et al.

relevant to the hemodynami

2000; Benard

et al.

2003). These studies provide information

hanges immediately after stenting, before the wires have been

integrated with the surrounding tissue. For example, the numeri al results obtained by Berry
et al.

(2000) suggest that the ow may reatta h downstream of the wires when the strut spa ing

is greater than about six wire diameters. On the ontrary, the present study is dealing with
the global e e ts of the omplian e mismat h, negle ting the details of the prosthesis stru ture.
Instead of onsidering a rigid wall with a mi ro-s ale geometri al des ription of the struts shape
(Berry et al. 2000; Benard et al. 2003), we model the prosthesis as a uniform elasti tube with its
own omplian e. The results of this study are more relevant to long-standing stenting, after the
wires have been integrated with the surrounding tissue. The reason for onsidering this point
of view is that intimal hyperplasia is ertainly a long lasting phenomenon ompared to the
integration of the stent wires by the vessel: for example, only one week after stenting, Robinson
et al.

(1988) observed a nearly ontinuous endothelial and pseudo-endothelial ell layer on the

luminal surfa e of the stented rabbit aorta while intimal hyperplasia is only ompleted after
six 6 to 12 weeks for this model. Therefore, a mi ro-s ale analysis of the blood ow hanges
in luding the struts details is only relevant to a ute stenting e e ts. In this paper we onsider a
omplementary point of view in order to provide relevant information about the long-standing
hemodynami e e ts of stenting.

2. Pressure waves re e tion due to stenting
2.1.

Basi

equations

The general one-dimensional equations des ribing the pulsatile blood ow in ompliant arteries are well known sin e the work of Hughes & Lubliner (1973). They des ribe the evolution
of u and P , the averaged (over the ross se tion of the artery) velo ity and relative pressure
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respe tively. Following Reuderink

et al.

(1989), the non-linear terms are often negle ted. Fur-

thermore, onsidering a segment whose ross se tion area (A) and omplian e (A0 = dA=dP )
do not depend on the spa e variable x and letting P = P^ exp( j!t) and u = u^ exp( j!t),
where j 2 = 1 and ! is the wave pulsation, the following Helmholtz equation an be derived
from the lassi al linear wave equation:
d2 P^ =dx2 + k 2 P^ = 0

The omplex wave number is k =

p

(2.1)

! (! + jfv )A0 =A, where  stands for the blood density

and fv is related to the vis ous drag and an be derived from the Womersley velo ity pro le
(Womersley 1955). The omplex wave speed is

= !=k and the general solution within a

homogeneous segment is :
P^ = P + ejk(x

x0 )

+P e

jk(x x0 )

;

u^ =

k



! + jfv

P + ejk(x

x0 )

P

e

jk(x x0 )

where x0 is the axial position of the left boundary of the segment and P + and P



(2.2)

orrespond

to the amplitude of the forward and ba kward pressure waves. Their values are determined in
order to satisfy the boundary onditions at x = x0 and x = x0 + L where L is the length of the
segment.
2.2.

Modelling the endovas ular stenting

In the purpose of modelling the wave re e tion indu ed by an endovas ular stent pla ed in
an elasti artery, three su essive homogeneous segments are onsidered, ea h having its own
set of onstant area and omplian e (see gure 1). Ea h physi al quantity in segment number
i (i = 1; 2; 3) is denoted with indi e i. Conservation of the total ow rate and energy at the

interfa es 1

2 and 2

3 requires, for j = 1; 2:

Aj u^j (x0j + Lj ) = Aj +1 u^j +1 (x0j+1 )

;

P^j (x0j + Lj ) = P^j +1 (x0j+1 )

(2.3)

Two boundary onditions at x = x01 = 0 and x = x03 + L3 are needed in order to lose
the problem. In order to fo us on the stent response, non-re e ting boundary onditions are
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Figure 1.

S hemati of the three homogeneous segments used to build a model of stented artery as
regards propagation and re exion.

pres ribed at both sides, leading to P1+ = 1 and P3 = 0. The four remaining wave amplitudes,
viz. P2+ ; P3+ ; P1 ; P2 , are determined by solving Eqs. (2.3) for j = 1; 2. The omplex oeÆ ient
of wave re e tion due to the stent is then de ned as Rstent = exp( 2jk1 L1 )P1 =P1+ . After some
algebra one nds out:
Rstent =

A2 K2 (A1 K1 A3 K3 ) os(k2 L2 )
A2 K2 (A1 K1 + A3 K3 ) os(k2 L2 )

j (A1 K1 A3 K3 (A2 K2 )2 )sin(k2 L2 )
j (A1 K1 A3 K3 + (A2 K2 )2 )sin(k2 L2 )

(2.4)

where Ki = ki =(! + jfvi ). This theoreti al result will serve as a support of the wall motion
used in the numeri al study.

3. Wall shear stress

hanges due to stenting

The simple 1D analysis provided in se tion 2 annot be used to gain insights about the details
of the uid motion modi ations related to artery stenting. Indeed, no reasonable assumption
regarding the shape of the velo ity pro le within the transition area an be formulated a priori
and the multi-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations must be solved (assuming Newtonian blood
rheology). The solver used in this study is based on the proje tion method of Chorin (1967)
with nite element dis retization and Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation to handle
moving boundaries. This ode has been extensively validated by omputing lassi al (Medi &
Mohammadi 1999) as well as blood ow spe i

test ases (Ni oud 2002).
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Figure 2. S hemati

3.1.

of the

omputational domain.

Computational domain

Sin e our obje tive is to investigate the global e e t of the omplian e mismat h indu ed by
stenting, the endovas ular prosthesis is modelled as a uniform du t (the details of the struts
are not represented) whose wall is not ompliant. Su h "prosthesis" is inserted within an elasti
artery with ompliant wall, as depi ted in gure 2. The omputational domain is suÆ iently
short to assume onstant host artery hara teristi s and negle t the vis ous damping of waves.
The ow rate entering the domain is taken as Q(xinlet ; t) = Q0 + Q1 exp(j! (t

xinlet = )),

where ! is the pulsation, xinlet is the axial position of the inlet se tion and Q0 and Q1 stand
for the steady and pulsed parts of the ow rate. The me hani al and geometri al data were
obtained from animal experimentations performed by Vernhet

et al.

(2001): the pulsation is

! = 8 , the mean artery radius is R0 = 1:5 mm, the distensibility oeÆ ient of the non-

stented artery is A0 =A = 20; 7 :10

6

Pa

1

and the length of the stent is Lstent = 13 mm.

After stenting, a ute measurements (Vernhet et al. 2001) show that the omplian e at the stent
level is approximately three times smaller than in the non-stented vessel. Measurements made
three months later (Vernhet

et al.

2003) show that long-standing stenting is also responsible

for in reased omplian e values upstream from the stent, resulting in a larger omplian e ratio
of order 5 to 6. In any ase, the omplian e at the stent level is several times smaller than
that of the host vessel and has been negle ted during this numeri al study (rigid prosthesis
assumption). Note however that there would be no fundamental issues in a ounting for the
wall motion at the stent level.
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A tually, the motion of the vessel boundary results from the oupling between the uid and
wall me hani s and the lo al radius is mostly related to the pressure eld. Su h a oupling is
diÆ ult to handle sin e the density of blood and tissues are of the same order and be ause
the rheology of the vessels is far from well understood. Under the linear elasti ity assumption,
Tortoriello & Pedrizzetti (2004) re ently used a perturbative approa h in order to repla e the
oupled uid-vessel problem by a as ade of two simpler weakly oupled problems. In this
approa h, the rst problem provides the exa t solution into a rigid vessel, the se ond one
approximates the blood ow modi ations due to the ompliant wall. Sin e the wall shear stress
is expe ted to be very sensitive to the wall motion, we did follow a di erent approa h where the
the exa t uid ow equations (and not their trun ated linear expansion) are solved for. Sin e we
are mostly interested in the response of the uid me hani s to wall motion perturbations, the
uid-wall oupling problem an be avoided by pres ribing the wall motion a

priori

of re e tion and in the ase of an elasti uniform artery whose mean radius is

. In absen e

R0 ,

the wall

motion indu ed by a propagative pressure wave of pulsation ! may be written as:
R(x; t)

where the wave number


= max(R(x; t)



= R0 1 + ej (!t kx)

;

k

=

!

(3.1)

k

is related to the speed of the (forward) pressure wave . Note that

R0 )=R0 ,

the relative amplitude of the radius variations, is a small parameter

of the problem: it is zero for a perfe tly rigid artery while the animal experiments of Vernhet
et al.

(2001) suggest  ' 0:05. The speed of propagation is xed by stating that the non-stented

artery being uniform along the streamwise dire tion, the mass ow rate at any se tion

x

=X

should be the time-lagged version of the mass ow rate at x = xinlet . The onservation of mass
applied to the artery se tor xinlet < x < X then implies that (Ni oud 2002):
=

Q1

2A0 

+ O(1) ;

A0

= R02 ;

(3.2)

where O(1) is a term of order unity whi h an be negle ted sin e is of order 1= a ording to
Eq. (3.2). From the physiologi al data obtained by Vernhet

et al.

(2001), the following values
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were used for the ow rate: Q ' 2413 mm /s and Q ' 1761 mm /s. Eq. (3.2) then leads to
' 2492 mm/s. With ! = 8, the orresponding wavelength is  ' 623 mm. In the ase where
the vessel is stented between x and x (see gure 2), the wall displa ement is virtually zeroed
(fully rigid stent) for x < x < x and the following expression is valid for any axial position
and time :
3

0

1

1

3

1

2

2



( ) = R 1 +  f (x) ej !t

R x; t

(

0

kx)



+ (1

( ))

(3.3)

f x ÆRstent

where the damping fun tion is f (x) = [1 tanh(x x )℄=2 for x < (x + x )=2 and f (x) =
[1 + tanh(x x )℄exp(jk(x x ))=2 for x > (x + x )=2 and ÆR = R
R is the
amount of overdilation. Note that the term "overdilation" refers here to any ase where the
stent radius is greater than the mean radius of the vessel before stenting R . This is somewhat
di erent from the lini al pra ti e where the term "overdilation" orresponds to ases where
the stent radius (after re oil) is greater than the maximum (systoli ) radius of the vessel lose
to the prosthesis (although the di eren e between mean and maximum radius an hardly be
measured routinely).
1

2

2

1

1

2

1

2

stent

stent

0

0

3.2. Numeri al results
Several 2D axisymmetri simulations have been performed based on the omputational domain
and wall motion des ribed in se tion 3.1. In all ases, the bulk Reynolds number based on the
steady part of the ow rate Q and the mean radius R is lose to Rb = 102. The Womersley
number is W = 3:36. The velo ity pro le is imposed at the inlet se tion x = x following
the Womersley solution in elasti tubes and a zero onstraint ondition is used at the outlet
se tion x = x . In order to assess the e e t of the inlet/outlet boundary onditions on the
results, omputational domains with two di erent lengths have been onsidered. Two di erent
spatial resolutions were also used in order to assess the spatial dis retization errors. The main
hara teristi s of the al ulations performed are given in table 1 where x is the grid spa ing
in the streamwise dire tion in the area x < x < x and r refers to the grid spa ing in the
0

0

0

inlet

outlet

1

2
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radial dire tion. Runs R1 and R2 orrespond to referen e al ulations without endovas ular
prosthesis, the artery being fully rigid (no wall displa ement) for R1 and elasti for R2. Labels
R3(x) and R4 orrespond to runs with stenting, the overdilation being non zero only for the
latter where ÆRstent = R0 (the stent radius is equal to the artery radius at systole). Re all that
the term "overdilation" refers here to a stent whose radius is greater than R0 (see se tion 3.1).
For all the ases onsidered in table 1, the relative variation of the radius of the stented vessel
(ÆR(x; t)

R0 )=R0

is less than 5 %, whi h is onsistent with the linear elasti ity assumption

used to derive Eq. (3.1). When present, the stent is between x1 = 34 mm and x2 = 47 mm. Runs
whose label ontains 'a' have been performed with a longer omputational domain than others.
Labels ontaining letter 'b' orrespond to runs with ner mesh in the streamwise dire tion. In
all ases, four ardia

y les were rst omputed in order to rea h a periodi state. A fth y le

was then omputed in order to analyze the results and ompare the di erent physi al/numeri al
on gurations. Comparisons of the runs R2, R2a and R3, R3a, R3b (not shown) indi ate that
there is no signi ant e e t of the numeri s in the stent region (Ni oud 2002). The di eren es
observed between R1, R2, R3 and R4 are thus relevant to the stenting e e ts.
Time evolutions of the ow rate at inlet and outlet se tions are displayed in gure 3 for
the ase R2. The onstraint that was introdu ed in se tion 3.1 in order to set the speed of
propagation of the pressure wave is ful lled satisfa torily. Indeed, the ow rate at
is the signal at

x

= xinlet with a time lag lose to (xoutlet

xinlet )=

x

= xoutlet

' 80=2492 ' 0:032 s. In

absen e of endovas ular prosthesis, all the physi al quantities are self-similar with the onstant
speed of propagation along the omputational domain. Due to the wall displa ement, Eq. (3.1),
the wall shear stress (WSS) is not uniform over the streamwise dire tion, as depi ted in gure 4
at four di erent instants. Instead it is alternatively in reasing and de reasing along the domain
depending on the phase onsidered. In the ase where the vessel is not ompliant, there should
be no time lag between shear stress signals at di erent lo ations sin e the exa t Womersley
pro le is imposed at

x

= xinlet . A ordingly, the WSS is mostly uniform (not exa tly uniform
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Run Wall motion
R1

Table 1.



ÆRstent

xinlet xoutlet

x r # of grid points

( ) = R0 0:0 no stent 0

80 0:075 0:286

3528

R2

Eq. (3.1) 0:05 no stent 0

80 0:075 0:286

3528

R3

Eq. (3.3) 0:05

0:0

0

80 0:075 0:286

3528

R4

Eq. (3.3) 0:05 0:075

0

80 0:075 0:286

3528

R2a Eq. (3.1) 0:05 no stent 30 110 0:075 0:286

4368

R3a Eq. (3.3) 0:05

0:0

30 110 0:075 0:286

4368

R3b Eq. (3.3) 0:05

0:0

0

5208

R x; t

80 0:050 0:286

List of the axisymmetri al ulations performed with their main numeri al hara teristi s.
Lengths and axial positions are in millimetres.
4500

flow rate (mm3/s)

4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
1

1.05

1.1

1.15

1.2

1.25

time (s)

Time evolutions of the ow rate at se tions
: x = xinlet and
: x = xoutlet for
the ase R2. Note that the origin of time is 1 s sin e the fth y le is analysed (see text).

Figure 3.

be ause of small side e e ts due to the inlet/outlet boundary onditions) over the streamwise
distan e in the ase R1 (see gure 4).
The shape of the omputational domain for ases R2, R3 and R4 is shown in gure 5 for
times t = nT ( orresponding to systole at the inlet se tion) and t = (n + 1=2)T (diastole).
The non- ompliant region whi h mimi s the endovas ular prosthesis is learly visible ( ases
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7.0

at times:
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5.0
4.0
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Figure 4.

4

6.0

0

20
40
60
axial position (mm)

80

2

0

20
40
60
axial position (mm)

80

Wall shear stress for runs R1 (solid), R2 (dashed), R3 (long dashed) and R4 (dot-dashed)

t = nT

(systole - top left),

t = (n + 3=4)T

t = (n + 1=4)T

(bottom right), where

T

(top right),

t = (n + 1=2)T

(diastole - bottom left)

= 2=! is the period. The two verti al lines denote the

stent lo ation.

R3 and R4) in the entral region. The isolines of the streamwise velo ity show that the ow
a elerates when the ross se tion area de reases. The e e t of the wall motion mismat h on
the WSS is also shown in gure 4. At systole, this quantity is larger in the medium part of the
stented region (x ' 40 mm) than in the non-stented artery when the stent is not overdilated.
This is onsistent with the fa t that the ross se tion area in R3 and at systole is smaller in
the prosthesis zone (see gure 5). On the ontrary, when the stent is slightly overdilated, the
WSS at systole is not drasti ally modi ed by the prosthesis. Indeed, stenting does not indu e
any geometri al perturbation in this ase (see gures 4 and 5, ase R4). At diastole, the ross
se tion area at the stent level is larger and the WSS is smaller. Comparing the ases R3 and
R4, we note that this e e t is ampli ed by a slight in rease of the stent diameter. However, the
impa t of the stent overdilation on the WSS modi ation is not as pronoun ed at diastole than
during systole.

radius (mm)
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Shape of the omputational domain at times t =

(diastole - right

axial position (mm)

nT

(systole - left olumn) and t = (n+1=2)T

olumn) for the runs R2 (top row), R3 (medium row) and R4 (bottom row). The

isolines of the streamwise velo ity are plotted. The streamwise and radial oordinates are expressed in
millimetres. The aspe t ratio

R0 =L

has been multiplied by 35 for

onvenien e.

4. Dis ussion

Let us rst onsider the analyti al result derived in se tion 2. A typi al value of the speed
of propagation of waves in (human oronary) arteries being a few meters per se ond, the wavelength is usually a few meters. On the other hand, the length s ale of the stent is most likely
equal to a few entimetres, meaning that the module of the dimensionless parameter

k2 L2 in

Eq. (2.4) is small ompared to unity. Moreover, sin e the goal of this study is to assess the
wave re e tion spe i

the endovas ular prosthesis, one an assume that zero re e tion o urs

in absen e of stent, viz. A1 K1 = A3 K3 (in other words, we assume that host artery is perfe tly
homogeneous). Finally, expanding Eq. (2.4) as a power series of the parameter k2 L2 , one obtains
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the following rst order expression for the re e tion oeÆ ient:
Rstent

2
= j (1 2 ) k2 L2 + O(k22 L22 );

1 K1
= A
A K
2

(4.1)

2

This relation shows that the theoreti al re e tion indu ed by an endovas ular prosthesis inreases with both the pulsation of the wave and the length of the stent. Moreover, it is zero
as soon as  = 1, viz. A1 K1 = A2 K2 . Assuming that vis ous and vis oelasti e e ts an be
negle ted in the re e tion pro ess makes  and k2 real numbers with  =
k2 L2

p
= ! A =A L . Equation (4.1) then leads to a
0

2

2 2

pA A =A A
1

0

1

2

0

2

and

onvenient formula to assess the amount

of wave re e tion :
Rstent

' j!p A2 Ap2
0

2

A1 A01 L2
A2
A1 A01

(4.2)

From this relation, the amount of wave re e tion is related to the geometri al/me hani al
mismat h indu ed by the stenting, a stent shape fa tor L2 =A2 as well as the ow onditions.
This is oherent with the ndings of Formaggia et

(2001) who solved numeri ally the 1D

al.

non-linear ow equations in a distensible pipe with spatially variable omplian e. Sin e they
did not onsidered harmoni signals, it is diÆ ult to dedu e frequen y dependant re e tion
oeÆ ients from their simulations and ompare their numeri al results with Eq. (4.2). However,
in agreement with the present model, they learly established that the amount of re e tion
in reases with the stent shape fa tor and omplian e mismat h. Finally, Eq. (4.2) shows that
a stent satisfying the relation

A2

=

A1 A01 =A02

produ es no wave re e tion. Clearly, su h a

prosthesis is not realisti sin e experimental measurements have shown that A1 =A2 is as high
0

0

as 5 (see se tion 3.1). However, sin e the omplian e A2 of the stented artery is always smaller
0

than the omplian e A1 of the host artery, it follows from Eq. (4.2) that overdilation (A2 > A1 )
0

tends to redu e the amount of re e ted waves.
Regarding the numeri al results of se tion 3, re all that the obje tive of the study is to assess
the response of blood motion to geometri al perturbations indu ed by the omplian e mismat h
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(itself indu ed by the presen e of the prosthesis). To address this issue, it is relevant to onsider the wall motion as an input and to look at modi ations in blood ow when stenting is
a ounting for in the design of this input. Indeed, this approa h provides valuable information
regarding the hemodynami

hanges due to stenting while avoiding to solve the oupled, om-

puter time onsuming uid-stru ture intera tion problem. Still, the design of the input wall
motion must be onsistent with the e e tive geometri al hanges observed experimentally. Eq.
(3.3) has been used in this numeri al study to model the wall displa ement of an elasti stented
artery. It is oherent with the animal experiments (Vernhet et al. 2001) with respe t to at least
three important aspe ts of the endovas ular stenting:
 it assumes that the speed of propagation within the prosthesis is in nite whi h is onsistent

with the fa t that the measured omplian e at the stent level is several times smaller than its
value before/after stenting,
 using the approximation Eq. (4.2) and the numeri al values provided in se tion 3.1, the

modulus of the re e tion oeÆ ient under in vivo onditions is approximately jRstent j ' 2 %. It
is never more than a few per ents if one onsiders the most unfavourable experimental values
in Vernhet et al. (2001). As a result, the pressure eld is mostly related to the forward pressure
wave, whi h justi es the fa t that no ba k propagating wave is a ounted for in Eq. (3.3).
 although we do not laim that the hyperboli tangent is the "exa t" fun tional form of the

bu er region between the elasti artery and the stent, it is a reasonable andidate for modelling
the transition zone. Moreover, the analyti al transition length is of order 3 mm (this is a dire t
onsequen e of the damping fun tion f (x)). This value is in agreement with the observations
made during the animal experimentations and showing that the bu er region is lose to one
diameter long.
Table 2 shows the values of the WSS at the middle of the stent, viz. x = (x1 + x2 )=2 ' 40
mm. The amplitude of this quantity over the ardia y le is larger for the stented vessel than it
is for the elasti artery. It is worth noting that although the length of the stent is very small as
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ompared to the wavelength, the WSS amplitude in ase R3 behaves more like in ase R1 (fully
rigid tube) and less like in ase R2 (elasti tube). The slight overdilation of the prosthesis, by
avoiding the in rease in shear stress at systole (there is no geometry dis ontinuity at systole for
the ase R4, see gure 5), limits drasti ally the in rease in stress amplitude. Figure 4 in se tion
3.2 suggests that the most important ow hanges do not appear near the middle of the stent.
This is indeed on rmed by gure 6 where the amplitude of WSS variations over the y le for
ases R3 and R4 is plotted as fun tions of the axial position. Sin e these quantities are s aled by
their value for the non-stented vessel ( ase R2), this gure o ers a measure of the hemodynami
hanges due to the prosthesis in ases R3 and R4. Note that near the stent middle, the values
reported in table 2 are re overed. The maximal hanges are lo ated slightly downstream the
ends of the stent. Near the proximal edge, the WSS variation over the ardia

y le in reases

by 50 % in amplitude whereas it de reases by roughly 20 % downstream the distal end of
the prosthesis. The modulus of the spatial gradient of the WSS u tuations is also drasti ally
in reased in both edge regions. These ndings might be related to the lini al observation that
there is a rst-order edge e e t in some type of restenosis where intimal hyperplasia mostly
develops near the stent ends (Weissman

et al.

2001). Finally, gure 6 suggests that a slight

in rease in the stent diameter may redu e drasti ally the WSS hanges indu ed by stenting.
Noti eably, the modi ations near the transition regions for the ase R4 are smaller than inside
the stent.
This theoreti al/numeri al study supports the idea that stenting an indu e endothelial dysfun tion via hemodynami perturbations. Although the amount of pressure re e tion is most
likely negligible due to the small stent-to-wavelength ratio, the amplitude of the WSS variation
over the ardia

y le is alternatively in reased (by 35 % at the middle of the stent, by 50 %

in the proximal transition region) and de reased (by 20 % in the distal transition region) by
long-standing stenting. Note that the later ndings are in good agreement with re ent results
of Tortoriello & Pedrizzetti (2004). These authors, by using a perturbative method to solve
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Run min(WSS) max(WSS) WSS WSS WSSrunR2
=

Table 2.

R1

0 39

6 72

6 33

1 29

R2

0 72

5 62

4 90

1 00

R3

0 42

6 98

6 56

1 34

R4

0 22

5 66

5 44

1 11

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Minimum, maximum and (s aled) variations of the wall shear stress (WSS) for di erent
runs at the middle of the stent. Stresses are in Pa.

Scaled WSS variations

1.50
1.25
1.00
0.75
0.50

Figure 6.

0

20

40
60
axial position (mm)

80

S aled amplitude of the wall shear stress u tuations for runs R3 (solid) and R4
(long-dashed) The two verti al lines denote the stent lo ation.

the uid-tissue oupled problem numeri ally, have shown that stenting de reases the diastoli
WSS. They attributed this result to the fa t that, during diastole, the artery shrinks more than
the sti er stented region, whi h is onsistent with gure 5. They also found that the maximum
of hanges is lo ated near the edges of the stent. However, in ontrast to gure 4, they did
not observe a large in rease of systoli WSS. This seems to be a dire t onsequen e of the
geometri al bump that their stented artery experien es during systole at the prosthesis edges.
This lo al deformation, whi h is related to the parti ular spatial variations of vessel radius and
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omplian e that have been used by Tortoriello & Pedrizzetti (2004), is not present in our study.
Our results suggest also that over-dilated stents produ e less hemodynami perturbations:
(1) from the pressure wave point of view, overdilation tends to lower the amount of re e tion,
the optimal overdilation being proportional to the omplian e ratio. With the typi al amount of
omplian e mismat h observed after stenting (see se tion 3.1), this result leads to an "optimal"
over-expansion lose to 600 %. Of ourse this value is unrealisti for lini al appli ations. It
re e ts the fa t that only a ousti has been a ounted for in the 1D model of se tion 2 and that
stenting does not modify the pressure wave propagation drasti ally: re all that the re e tion
oeÆ ient is only a few per ents be ause the stent-to-wavelength ratio is always small in lini al
appli ations. (2) the in rease of the systo-diastoli WSS u tuations is only 10 % when the stent
radius mat hes the artery one at systole. Under in vivo onditions, the eÆ ien y of stenting
does not depend only on hemodynami s and other e e ts must be a ounted for. Regarding
stent overdilation, an in reased intimal hyperplasia is always demonstrated (Vernhet et al. 2003;
S hwartz et al. 1992) despite ontradi tory lini al onsequen es (Caixeta et
et al.

al.

2000; Koyama

2000) are reported in the literature. However, it is likely that an optimum overdilation rate

exists, whi h limits the amount of hemodynami perturbations without indu ing una eptable
vas ular stret hing. Further studies are ne essary to larify this issue.

5. Con lusion

Two simple models have been developed and used in order to study the hanges in blood
motion due to long-standing stenting. The details of the stent stru ture were not a ounted for
be ause the obje tive was to fo us on the mid-term (after the wires have been integrated with
the surrounding tissue) e e ts of stenting on hemodynami s. A ordingly, the prosthesis was
modelled as a uniform rigid tube embedded in an elasti artery and the e e ts of the omplian e
mismat h have been studied.
The rst model is fully analyti al and allow to assess the amount of pressure wave re e tion
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due to stenting under the 1D assumption. An easy-to-use formula is provided in order to assess
the re e tion oeÆ ient from the knowledge of the omplian e before and after stenting. It
is found that it is proportional to the stent-to-wavelength ratio and that the amount of wave
re e tion remains rather small in lini al appli ations. This result is the basis of the se ond
numeri al model developed in order to assess the wall shear stress hanges. In this approa h,
the fully oupled uid-stru ture problem is repla ed by a simpler uid problem with moving
boundaries. The amount of pressure re e tion being small, a simple analyti al law an be used
to des ribe the wall motion over spa e and time. The Navier-Stokes equations are then solved
numeri ally with an appropriate nite element based method whi h handles time dependent
geometries. The main result is that, due to stenting and the orresponding omplian e mismat h,
the amplitude of the wall shear stress variations is drasti ally in reased, by more than 30 % at
the middle of the stent, more than 50 % in the proximal transition region. These results support
the idea that stenting an indu e endothelial dysfun tion via hemodynami perturbations. They
are also onsistent with the fa t that intimal hyperplasia is often more developed near the
edges of the stents. Finally, our numeri al simulations indi ate that the negative e e ts of
long-standing stenting on hemodynami s de rease when the radius of the prosthesis is sligthly
in reased.
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